We must always raise the great flag of Princess Chives' ideology, to fortify the minds of the people of the Country with Princess Chives' ideology, and adhere to the use of Princess Chives' ideology in all work. To militarize the mind is the fundamental mission of our party's political work. The masses of peasant workers, revolutionaries, and intellectuals must all thoroughly understand Princess Chives' ideology. Everyone reads Princess Chives quotations listens to Princess Chives words, does things according to Princess Chives instructions, and strives to be Princess Chives' most loyal warriors.

Princess Chives is the greatest contemporary ruler of Chiveism. Princess Chives brilliantly, comprehensively, and resourcefully promoted and developed Chiveism, taking it to a whole new level.

Princess Chives' ideology is a powerful ideological weapon against everything, and it serves as the foundation for all of the work of the entire party, army, and country.
The armed seizure of power is the central task of the way and the highest form of revolution.

We should believe in masses and we should believe in the Party, there are the two must basic principles. If you doubt these two principles, then nothing can be done.
The chiveism system will eventually replace the capitalist system, according to objective rules.

No matter how hard the reactionaries try to halt the march of history, the revolution will undoubtedly occur and Chiveists will be victorious.
There would be no Chive Party

or people behind it today.

if there had not been armed conflict.

War

Solves all problems.
The mass are the true heroes, although we are sometimes childish and ridiculous without understanding this, we cannot gain even the most basic knowledge.

The People, and only the people, are the driving force behind development of world history.
The text is not legible due to damage and burns.
To struggle, there will be sacrifices, and death will occur on a regular basis.

However, when we consider the interests of the people, and the suffering of the majority of the people, we die for the people, and we die well.

To serve the people wholeheartedly and never be detached from the masses; to act in the interests of the people, not in the interests of individuals or small groups; to be equally accountable to the people and to the party’s leading organs; this is our promise.
[Handwritten text on the page. Due to the nature of the handwriting, it is not possible to transcribe accurately without jeopardizing the author's intent.]
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